[Study on the relation between Pi-deficiency pattern and metabolic syndrome in patients with polycystic ovarian syndrome].
To evaluate the relation between Pi-deficiency syndrome (PDS) pattern and metabolic syndrome (MS) in patients with polycystic ovarian syndrome (PCOS), for exploring their internal pathologic mechanism. Among the 102 PCOS patients, 22 complicated with MS (PCOS-MS) and 80 not complicated with MS (PCOS-NMS), the Chinese medicine syndrome pattern was differentiated as PDS in 50 patients and non-PDS in 52. The clinical data, in terms of fasting blood glucose (FBG), fasting insulin (FINS), waistline, body weight (BW), stature, blood pressure (BP), etc. was collected and compared and the relation between data was analyzed. Levels of FINS and homeostasis model of assessment for insulin resistence index (HOMA-IR), in PCOS-MS patients were significantly higher than those in PCOS-NMS patients, also higher in patients of PDS pattern than those of non-PDS pattern (P < 0.01); the occurrences of MS and PDS were highly positively correlated with levels of FINS and HOMA-IR (P < 0.01); incidence of MS in patients of PDS pattern was significantly higher than those in patients of non-PDS pattern (P < 0.05); presenting of PDS was positively related with the existence of MS (P < 0.05), but in case of the FINS or HOMA-IR factor being controlled, statistical meaning of the relativity between them turned to insignificant (P > 0.05). PCOS patients of PDS pattern are the high-risk population of MS, which might be related with the insulin resistance. So, early treatment of PCOS, especially on patients of PDS pattern, is of important significance for preventing the complication, as MS, of the disease.